#PEV series

Vacuum-Reclaim Systems

The Sirocco™ PEV series vacuums are the most affordable, effective, multi-function
vacuum systems on the market. Whether you’re vacuuming a warehouse floor, or
reclaiming water from a fleet-wash job on a parking lot, the Sirocco™ PEV 3-stage vacuums
will perform the job quickly and efficiently. It’s all about WorkSpeed !

With the convenience of
the Auto Pump-Out feature,
you’ll not have to stop working
to dump your waste tank of liquid
…Up to 15 gpm !!!
With the vacuum running !!!
High capacity Slide-In Filter
stops sand and larger
debris, but also traps any
floating oil !

Dimensions
of cart frame..
L x W x H..
PEV1 20 x 18 x 50”
PEV2 25 x 22 x 50”
System Weight.. 165lbs

Cam-lock hose attachments
for quick, easy set up of jobs.
Our super duty PVC hoses
have spiral reinforcement,
are crush resistant, abrasion
and chemical resistant.
Bulk sand hose is also available,
for hydro-excavating.

Our powdercoated drums
and all fittings and filters are
Very chemical resistant,
but.. Stainless Steel drums
are also available.
Cart Frame is optional for
portability on all terrain.
Powder coated and Beefy!
It has a hose rack on the
back for up to 75 ft. hose,
and steel wheels with tires
that don’t go flat.

Waste Recovery Tanks
are D.O.T. approved,
and super durable,
triple-step powder-coated
to maintain their good looks,
rust resistance,
and abuseability.

SandTraps are also available ..
for additional solids capacity,
and GreaseTrap pre-filters too..
Many accessoris are avaliable…
Call with any question, any time.

Image shows optional VacuBerm
The patented VacuBerm is inexpensive,
lightweight and very durable.
It even picks up water on rough surfaces !
Available in 4 and 6 lengths.
PuddleSuckers and many other tools are
also available. Call with every question !

PEV 2 model is Super Powerful… 200cfm and 140” H2O suction-Lift… that’s over 10 feet !
With 2 beefy 3-stage vac-motors, this is the most powerful machine made for 120 volts,
from a 20 amp dedicated outlet, or a 5500watt generator. (Add 1500 watts for auto-pump-out.)
You’ll always be impressed.
…It’s our top seller…
and It is capable of running
our 21” Vacuuming Surface Cleaner up to 100 ft. against 5gpm and 4000psi !
Distributed By:

MODEL

LIFT

CFM

AMPS

VOLTS AC

PEV1

140”

100

13.5

120

PEV2

140”

200

23.0

120

PEV3 *

140”

300

18.0

230

* 3 phase version available too !
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Sirocco and VacuBerm are quality products manufactured by…
Cleaning System Specialists, Inc. dba.. PressureWasher.net
call.. 619-448-8111
or e-mail.. info@PressureWasher.net

